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RECONNECT.
REENGAGE. IMPACT.
Through the delivery of interactive and relevant keynote
presentations, immersive workshops and facilitation of
programs, Theo is able to assist individuals to reengage and
reconnect with what they are doing to make a real impact.
Theo is recognised as someone who is able to make a
difference. Through feeling disconnected and out of place in
his role, to becoming a key contributor to strategic
decisions, he continues to make an impact.
Theo is able to assist individuals connect their work, their
ideas and the goals of their customers or clients to enable
them to be the best they can be. Theo's engaging and
thought-providing keynote presentations will assist people
to understand the value they are able to contribute,
understand how to communicate their best skills, how to
work with others more effectively and connect to the
organisation.
Theo demonstrates how anyone is able to articulate their
value, connect to the collective goals and collaborate to
achieve great things. With Theo's three 'C' methodology,
attendees will walk away from Theo's presentations and
workshops with a new vision and actionable goals.
Theo's talks are appropriate for any audience - business
professionals, customer facing positions, the NFP section.

WHO IS THEO?
Theo Kapodistrias
challenges thinking and provides a new
framework to help performance, engagement
and effort. It is the wake up call to reconnect,
reengage and make an impact.
He is a corporate lawyer, director in the not-for-profit
environment, an ambassador and mentor. He has been
recognised nationally as a leader and won multiple legal
and industry awards.
Theo is able to work with organisations and audiences to
better understand the value and potential each person
has. Through Theo's three 'C' methodology communication, collaboration and connection, audiences
leave his keynotes and workshops with actionable
content, a framework for development and the desire to
make an impact.

SPEAKING SERVICES
TO ASSIST INDIVIDUALS AND EMERGING LEADERS TO RECONNECT, REENGAGE AND
MAKE AN IMPACT

WHY IS THEO THE BEST SPEAKER FOR YOU?
Theo has presented locally, nationally and internationally for a range of
organisations. He is a millennial with experience beyond his years.
His topics centre around his three 'C' methodology and how individuals
are able to use their communication, collaboration and connection to
reconnect, reengage and make an impact in everything they do. Theo's
talks are able to be tailored to your organisations needs.
His talks will resonate and cause actionable change amongst attendees.

WHAT ELSE WILL HE DO?
Theo will:
Tailor his content, to ensure that it is able to reach your audience;
Work with you to promote your event;
Depending on format, provide workbooks or materials for attendees;
Available virtually or in person;
Provide follow ups with the organisation to keep attendees accountable
Present keynotes or workshops - he will provide what is most appropriate
for the audience.

CONTACT THEO FOR A FREE
40 MINUTES CONSULTATION

SPEAKING
THEO CAN INSPIRE AND SPEAK AT YOUR EVENTS ON TOPICS WHICH INCLUDE BUT NOT LIMITED TO:

RECONNECT, REENGAGE AND
MAKE AN IMPACT
The reality of your job is probably different to what you had
originally imagined it to be, or the ideal images you had when
you were in school or university. There are a number of things
which may hold you back and prevent you from doing the best
you can. Factors which may be holding you back include feeling
like one of many cogs in the machine, not being listened
to when sharing ideas, or perhaps your role is not understood.
The impact and effort you put in may not be recognised.
Your value isn’t clear to anyone except yourself. The time in
corona-isolation has caused you to think more or reflect on what
you’re really doing. The feeling of disengagement or lack of
interest may be creeping into your mind.
Theo’s keynote presentation, ‘Reconnect, Reengage
and Make an Impact’ is the hit you need to help you focus on
what is most important to you. The session will consider Theo’s
three ‘C’ methodology: communication, collaboration and
connection. The methodology can be applied to allow you to
articulate and communicate your value, collaborate to make a
real change, and connect to the vision and goals.
The presentation will be the wakeup call and mindset
shift you need to do your best and to make an impact.

KEY OUTCOMES
Recognising the reality of your situation
and your capability;
Understanding the impact you may have as
an individual;
Learning about key communication
techniques which may be applied to dayto-day life;
Ways to build trust with those around us;
How to better connect with the people we
work with and the organisational strategy;
Understanding the power of collaboration
and the significant impact it may have on
results;
Discovering how important you are and
the role you play on those around you.

TIMING

45 - 60 mins

DELIVERY MODEL OPTIONS
Keynote Presentation
Workshop
Available in person or virtually

SPEAKING
#SQUADGOALS - COLLABORATION FOR
RECONNECTION
"Collaboration" is one of those corporate buzzwords that isn't
well understood. Often, we like the idea of working together
but in reality, it may simply end up being cc'ing someone into
an email and considering that to be collaborative.
In order to demonstrate your value, your contribution to
customers, the organisational strategy and your impact, it is
critical to work with others to get things done. When feeling
disconnected to what you're doing, working with others in a
collective way can assist with levels of engagement and
bringing joy back to what you're doing.
This presentation looks at practical steps to create a
collaborative environment. Through real life examples and
stories on successful ways to create collaborative
environments.
The presentation looks at how some simple changes to
approach can lead to better and stronger working
relationships based on trust and regular communication can
lead to improved results and work getting done faster and
better than ever before.

KEY OUTCOMES
Understanding collaboration
Ways to be collaborative to demonstrate impact
Applying agile and its benefits;
How to form a 'squad';
Techniques for a collaborative environment;
The role of education;
Alignment to the strategy;
Examples of where agile has been implemented
before for collaboration.

TIMING
45 - 60 mins

DELIVERY MODEL OPTIONS
Keynote Presentation
Workshop
Available in person or virtually

"Everyone has the ability to make
an impact. We shouldn't let factors
such as age, gender or level of
experience prevent someone from
having a say or from providing
input which is may ultimately
provide the greatest value."

OTHER SERVICES
In addition to keynote speaking, Theo is also
able to provide:

WORKSHOPS
Theo has a range of specific workshops centered around his three
'C' methodology which are available for corporate groups and can
also be run virtually.

FACILITATION
Theo is able to chair and lead discussions and facilitate workshops.

MC - MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Theo is happy to provide an energetic and enthusiastic presence as
an MC for your event.

CONTACT THEO TO FIND OUT MORE

5 REASONS TO BOOK THEO

1

Engaging content

2

Relevant to your life

3
4

Actionable content

Stories which resonate

5

Important learnings from real experience

TO BOOK OR TO
LEARN MORE
WWW.THEOKAP.COM.AU

HELLO@THEOKAP.COM.AU

WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/IN/THEO-KAPODISTRIAS

